We investigate the classical and quantum networking regimes of the butterfly network and a group of larger networks constructed with butterfly network blocks. By considering simultaneous multicasts from a set of senders to a set of receivers, we analyze the corresponding rates for transmitting classical and quantum information through the networks. More precisely, we compare achievable rates (i.e., lower bounds) for classical communication with upper bounds for quantum communication, quantifying the performance gap between the rates for networks connected by identity, depolarizing and erasure channels. For each network considered, we observe a range over which the classical rate exceeds the quantum capacity. We find that, by adding butterfly blocks in parallel, the difference between transmitted bits and qubits can be increased without limit, converging to one extra bit per receiver in the case of perfect transmission (identity channels). Our aim is to provide a quantitative analysis of those network configurations which are particularly disadvantageous for quantum networking, when compared to classical communication. By clarifying the performance of these "negative cases", we also provide some guidance on how quantum networks should be built.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bottleneck points arise frequently in network topology. One of the simplest examples of the bottleneck problem is in the butterfly network as shown in Fig. 1 . Consider the two-pair communication problem in which the pair of senders A 1 and A 2 perform multicasts to the pair of receivers B 1 and B 2 under the flooding condition that data can only be sent through unused connections. We encounter a bottleneck at node R 1 as data is waiting to be sent from both senders through the channel (R 1 , R 2 ). In 2002, a solution was proposed by Ahlswede et al. in which the bottleneck problem could be bypassed using network coding [1] . As outlined in Fig. 1 , network coding in the butterfly network is performed by encoding data using an XOR operation at R 1 and decoding with a second XOR operation at the receivers, after transmission through the bottleneck channel. The result is that each sender successful multicasts their data to both receivers with only a single use of each channel.
In general (and in our work), one may consider the general case where the multicasts can be partially achieved. In fact, in a noisy version of the network, we may associate an average rate to each sender which accounts for the fact that sometimes only a subset of the receiver is reached. In this context we are interested to study the average number of bits per receiver that can be transmitted from the senders in each multicast use of the network.
This problem can be analyzed in the setting of quantum information theory [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , e.g., connected to the general aim of enabling a wide-spread implementation of a quantum internet [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] or to build large communication networks for quantum key distribution [17] . There are several limitations of quantum mechanics that become important in network implementations, most notable the inability to perfectly clone quantum information [18, 19] . It is this property that prevents network coding in the quantum form of the butterfly network.
A schematic of the butterfly network with two senders, A1 and A2 and two receivers, B1 and B2. A bottleneck channel R1 → R2 connects each sender to their indirect receiver. Classical network coding is performed using modulo-2 addition for encoding at R1 and for decoding B1 and B2.
Ref. [20] confirmed that there is no quantum process which achieves network coding with unit fidelity while demonstrating that approximate quantum network coding can be achieved using universal coding [21] , obtaining a fidelity greater than 1/2 but no more than 0.983. Later, Ref. [22] provided an information-theoretic proof that quantum network coding does not provide a larger information flow than routing in the butterfly network. Perfect quantum network coding has been demonstrated to be achievable using additional resources. For example, Ref. [23] showed that prior entanglement between the two senders enabled perfect quantum network coding. There exist further significant works on optimizing the use of prior entanglement in order to achieve network coding [24] [25] [26] . Furthermore, a method of quantum computing which utilizes the prior entanglement in the butterfly network to perform unitary operations without the need for further entanglement resources has been developed [27] . Alternatively, Ref. [28] shows that quantum network coding is possible in the absence of prior entanglement by enabling free classical communication between nodes. Several other investigations have also considered the quantum butterfly network with free classical communication [25, [29] [30] [31] .
The difficulty of achieving network coding in the butterfly network demonstrates that implementing the required infrastructure for quantum networking relies on knowledge of its limitations. In particular, since we may wish to effectively duplicate existing classical network structures, we must establish performance differences of their counterpart quantum networks. In this work we investigate the classical and quantum communication rates of the butterfly network based on identity, depolarizing and erasure channels. We build on previous results from Refs. [32] [33] [34] [35] to upper bound the highest quantum communication rates achievable in the multicasts from senders to receivers, assisted by adaptive local operations (LO) and two way classical communication (CC) involving all the nodes of the network. We then compare these bounds with the corresponding rates that can be achieved for the multicast of classical information from senders to receivers, establishing parameter regimes where classical outperform quantum communication. This analysis is then extended to larger networks built on butterfly network blocks, for which this gap can be amplified. In this way, our study clarifies the non trivial limitations that certain network architectures have for transmitting quantum information.
II. RESULTS

A. Rates of a single butterfly block
We begin with the analysis of a single butterfly block constructed with identity qubit channels. In this simple case it is clear that the network is capable of transferring three quantum bits under a flooding protocol from all senders to all receivers. Two qubits can be transferred via the side quantum channels but only one can be transferred across the middle nodes, R 1 and R 2 , as we cannot use network coding. We formalize this observation by considering the theory developed in Refs. [34, 35] which provides an upper bound on the number of qubits that can be transmitted between two end-users of a quantum network, assuming the most general LOs assisted by twoway CCs among all the nodes, that we may briefly call adaptive network LOCCs. Using this theory, it is possible to write an upper bound for the total number of qubits that an ensemble of senders can transmit to an ensemble of receivers. In fact, one can treat these ensembles as two super-users that aim to quantum communicate by means of multipath routing through the network. In order to state this result, we need to introduce some notions from graph theory.
Let us describe an arbitrary quantum network N as an undirected graph with nodes or points P and edges E. Two points, x and y, are connected by an edge (x, y) ∈ E if and only if there is a corresponding quantum channel E xy between the two. Each point p has a local register of quantum systems over which LOs are performed and optimized on the basis of two-way CCs with the other nodes. Given a set of senders or Alices {A i } and a set of receivers or Bobs {B j }, we define a cut C as a bipartition (A, B) of the points P such that {A i } ⊂ A and {B j } ⊂ B. This is also denoted as C : {A i }|{B j }. Then, a cutsetC corresponds to the set of edges (x, y) which are disconnected by the cut C, i.e., such that x ∈ A and y ∈ B.
Assume that any quantum channel E xy in the network is distillable [32] which is the case for finite-dimensional identity, erasure and depolarizing channels. Assume that the senders performs simultaneous multicasts of quantum information in such a way that the channels of the network are flooded (i.e., each available edge is used exactly once in each single use of the network). Then, after n uses of the network, the number of qubits that are transmitted to the receivers is bounded by
where Q 2 (E xy ) is the two-way quantum capacity of the quantum channel E xy . This bound is a direct consequence of the results from Refs. [34, 35] . In fact, the maximum flow of quantum information can be bounded assuming that all the senders are collapsed to a single super Alice and all the receivers to a single super Bob, and assuming that these super users perform an optimal quantum protocol which is based on a multipath routing of the quantum systems flooding the network in each use. Therefore, Eq. (18) of Ref. [35] leads to Eq. (1). By applying the bound in Eq. (1), we can see immediately that we cannot obtain more than three qubits per use transmitted from senders to receivers in a butterfly network built with identity channels, which comes from the fact that the minimum cut is the middle one disconnecting the edges (A 1 , B 1 ), (R 1 , R 2 ), and (A 2 , B 2 ). By contrast, we know from network coding theory that in the classical case we can obtain four classical bits; hence we have a difference of one bit per use between the quantum and classical networks in this case.
We can now consider more complicated and realistic cases in which the butterfly network is constructed with noisy channels. Let us start with the depolarizing channel whose action in d dimensions can be expressed as
where ρ is an arbitrary density matrix and I is the identity matrix. The action of the channel is to transmit the initial state with probability 1 − p or a maximally mixed state with probability p (geometrically, the action of the depolarizing channel can be thought of as shrinking the Bloch sphere [3] ). At the time of writing the exact two-way quantum capacity of the depolarizing channel is unknown, however Ref. [32] obtained an upper bound of
for p ≤ 2/3 with Q 2 = 0 otherwise, where
is the binary Shannon entropy. Thus, for a butterfly network B dep connected by depolarizing channels with equal probability p, the total number of qubits that are transmitted per use of the network is bounded by
The classical capacities of the depolarizing channel have been extensively studied [36] [37] [38] . The unassisted classical capacity is given by
This can be better understood by propagating an encoded classical bit through the channel. For the input |0 0|, we get
similarly for |1 1|,
What we have is the equivalent of a classical binary symmetric channel (BSC) with bit flip probability p/2. To compute an achievable rate for classical multicast over a BSC butterfly network, we deconstruct the network in the two channels A 1 , A 2 → B 1 and A 1 , A 2 → B 2 . Calculating the total rate of the combined channels gives an achievable rate for the network. The general procedure for this process is to create the transition probability matrix using the logic of the butterfly network, followed by an optimization over a distribution on the input symbol. The upper panel of Fig. 2 shows both the upper bound on the quantum rate R Q (per receiver) and the achievable rate for the sending classical information to each receiver. The quantum rate is exceeded by the classical counterpart over the entire range of p with the maximum difference being 0.5 bits per receiver at p = 0.
Let us now move on to erasure channels. From classical information theory we know that the capacity of the binary erasure channel with erasure probability ǫ is given by C(ǫ) = 1 − ǫ. This formula has also been shown to be equal to the classical capacity of the quantum erasure channel [39] . The same work found the quantum capacity to be Q(ǫ) = max{0, 1 − 2ǫ} and also C(ǫ) = Q 2 (ǫ) = 1 − ǫ, which allows us to directly compare the classical and quantum capacities of the erasure butterfly network. The erasure channel is unique in that the number of correctly transmitted bits is known with certainty. Consequently, the capacity is equivalent to the average number of bits, and for any network it is straightforward to calculate the achievable rate. For a single butterfly network block B era connected by erasure channels with the same probability, we obtain the classical rate
where the first term arises from the contribution of the side channels, and the second comes from network coding at the bottleneck node. Allowing side one-way CC between nodes in the network allows for the optimization of the transmission routes, increasing the rate. For example, if we detect a failure in a channel connected to the bottleneck node, (A i , R 1 ), we send any data received at R 1 directly to R 2 and subsequently to both receivers. We then have additional communication paths from A j to B i and B j . The inter-node-assisted rate is given bỹ Here η and η ′ are the critical points at which RC andRC , respectively cross the quantum rate RQ. Inset: Difference betweenRC and RQ as a function of the number of receivers for values of erasure probability equal to 0 (black line) and η/2 (green line), and the difference between RC and RQ as a function of the number of receivers for values of erasure probability equal to η/2 (blue line).
The upper panel of Fig. 3 shows each of the rates per receiver for a single butterfly network. For both R C and R C , we observe a region where the quantum rate R Q is exceeded. We label the crossing points η = 0.159 and η ′ = 0.244 for R C andR C , respectively. The advantage of inter-node classical communications is significant, and extends the performance difference between the classical and quantum butterfly network in this configuration.
B. Building networks with butterfly blocks
We will now expand our analysis to larger networks constructed with butterfly network blocks as shown in Fig. 4 . We consider adding blocks in parallel in Sec. II B 1, in series in Sec. II B 2 and in both series and parallel in Sec. II B 3.
Butterfly blocks connected in parallel
Firstly, we consider the case where we have a single row of N x connected butterfly blocks, such that we have a network N par with r = N x + 1 senders/receivers. By extending the previous reasoning, we find that the maximum number of qubits that can be flooded/transmitted from senders to receivers per use of the network is given by the quantum rate
for the depolarizing case and
for the erasure case. The achievable rate of the depolarizing/BSC network can be found by expanding the methods used for the single butterfly block case. The network can be deconstructed into two channels of the form A i , A i+1 → B i at the ends of the network, and N x − 1 channels of the form A i , A i+1 , A i+2 → B i+1 . We find the overall rate numerically from the combination of the capacities of all channels. For the erasure case we can instead write
Here the first term on the right hand side is due to the fact that all receivers may receive a single bit from their directly connected sender, while the second term accounts for the fact that all receivers (except the extremal ones B 1 and B r ) may receive two bits from successful network coding on the adjacent intermediate nodes. In the case of inter-node CC, the rate can be generalized by recognizing that we have Eq. (12) plus four backup routes per butterfly block, giving an overall rate of
We see immediately for the erasure network that the difference between the average number of bits/qubits grows indefinitely as we increase the number of butterfly blocks. Taking the limit of large r for the rates of the erasure case we obtain
lim
The lower panel of Fig. 2 shows the rates of the depolarizing case in the limit of large r for the entire range of probabilities. The quantum and classical asymptotic rates are approximately identical at 0.2 but the classical case outperforms the quantum case everywhere else in the range. The lower panel of Fig. 3 shows the asymptotic rates per receiver for the erasure case. We find that η and η ′ are equivalent to the single block case for any non-zero N x but there is a slightly bigger gap between the rates. As we can see from the figure, at small values of the erasure probability ǫ, the gap between classical and quantum rate tends to one bit per use per receiver.
Butterfly blocks connected in series
We now consider the rates of a network N ser consisting of N y butterfly network blocks connected in series i.e. in a ladder formation. The addition of extra blocks has the effect of reducing the rates, as it becomes harder to reach a receiver without the incurrence of errors.
For the depolarizing case, adding blocks in a ladder structure is equivalent to adding only extra side channels above a single block. However, in the erasure case, extra bottlenecks can be used effectively, even if there are no additional communications. If we allow the nodes to duplicate data, we can use the bottleneck channels as effective backup channels in case of errors and perform network coding in the final bottleneck before the receivers.
Let us firstly consider only two blocks in series. We have the option to ignore the bottleneck structure in the first block entirely and send only via the side quantum channels. In this case the classical rate is given by
which is however not optimal. A more effective strategy is to use the bottleneck as an effective backup channel, by sending a bit from A 1 to R 1 and to I 1 where I 1 is the intermediate node on A 1 's side of the network. Now I 1 has a greater probability of receiving the correct bit, and because there are no additional operations, no communication between nodes is required. We can calculate the probability that a correct bit is received by computing
and the classical rate is therefore given by
There is no further way we can improve the rate without the receivers losing certainty of what has been sent. This strategy can be extended to any number of blocks in series, where a backup channel can be applied once per block. Sender/intermediate nodes on either side of the network can use the bottleneck route, however, for more than two blocks it turns out that the rate is maximized when the routes are always used by nodes on the same side of the network. On the other hand, if we allow inter-node communication, the classical rate of a 1 × N y erasure network is obtained by considering all of the possible paths from sender to receiver. The classical rates for the 1 by N y network are shown in Fig. 5 . Clearly the value of η ′ decreases rapidly as N y increases, but there is still a noticeable gap between the upper bound on the quantum rate and the achievable classical rate.
Butterfly blocks connected in series and parallel
Finally, we consider the most complex case in which we consider a general N x × N y grid of butterfly network blocks. Again, we must calculate the classical rates, accounting on how the additional bottlenecks may be exploited. For the inter-node assisted rate, we find all of the possible routes that allow network coding on the bottom row only, and compute their probabilities, leading to the expected number of bits. The top panel of Fig. 6 shows the relative increase in the critical point η ′ with respect to the series-only case. The increase is significant and increases with the number of blocks we have in series. The lower panel shows η ′ as a function of N y . The point η ′ decreases rapidly as we increase the number of blocks between sender and receiver, however the results show that we always have a finite range over which the classical rate exceeds the quantum rate. These results demonstrate that by adding more blocks in parallel we can increase η ′ up to a convergence point, increasing by more than 20% in some cases.
III. CONCLUSIONS
Our results show that there is an important discrepancy between quantum and classical communication rates over the butterfly network and networks constructed with butterfly network blocks. We have demonstrated that this discrepancy can be arbitrarily increased by adding additional blocks in parallel, up to a maximum value of one bit/qubit per receiver for networks constructed using identical erasure channels.
By exploiting inter-node classical communication in erasure networks, we have shown that the discrepancy is increased more rapidly. Additionally, in this case we observe a notable discrepancy even when we add blocks in series and the number of butterfly blocks separating senders from receivers is large. By adding further blocks in parallel to create a grid, we can increase the discrepancy by more than 20%, i.e., in the value of the critical point at which the classical rate beats the quantum one.
Our results demonstrate that duplicating certain existing classical network structures containing butterfly blocks in order to build quantum counterparts can result in significantly lower performance. It may be possible to exploit this performance discrepancy in order to create a system in which a quantum communication cannot beat a classical equivalent. In this sense, our results provide a theoretical guide with which to engineer such a system.
